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About This Game

Discover mysterious relics inside an ancient temple of unknown origin and progress through hidden chambers by using the
power of strange “cores” to attract relics together. Relic Alone is a game inspired and developed by Roconilo Project, an award-

winning student team from HAL Osaka College of Technology and Design.

Roconilo Project initially developed a game called “Tranth” and submitted it for the Japan Game Awards Amateur category in
2013. At that year’s Tokyo Game Show, judged by a panel composed of industry veterans from some of Japan's biggest

publishers, the game received the Award of Excellence.

Impressed by the game and the talents of Roconilo Project, NTT Plala, a digital contents provider of Japan's largest telecom
group NTT, arranged for funding that was able to support additional development. This allowed the students to further advance

their innovative 3D puzzle concept and Relic Alone was born. The game launched initially on NTT Plala's Hikari TV cloud
gaming platform.

Now translated into English and launched exclusively on Steam for global distribution, you can play this student inspired and
developed project where the goal is to maneuver mysterious relics in order to navigate through the treacherous environment of

an ancient temple.
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relic alone

So I'm stuck... not exactly unusual in a puzzle game.
Problem is it is the game that has me stuck, not the puzzles. I can solve every puzzle I can reach, with the best score, I just can't
manage the timing on an incredibly easy level. Very annoying.

What takes this from an annoyance to a negative review is that I'm required to pass that level. I can literally do nothing else until
it's finished: it doesn't matter that I've got 3 stars on every other accessible level or that I know how to solve it... I can't skip it
and I'm done with attempting to fluke the perfect timing needed to finish the level, so that's it. The only thing left is to uninstall
the game, dump it in the dark recesses of my game library and forget it exists.... I love this puzzle game! I've always enjoyed
games like Sokoban, so this was a pleasant surprise. The magnet aspect makes it especially interesting.

My one complaint is that there's no way to cancel out of the level selection screen, for some reason..
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. I got this game based on what I saw in the video and I'm
quite happy about it. It's a fun game that requires logic, not quick reflexes. You just need to figure out how to get the pieces so
that they will go to the desired places when you press the button. I've played for 3 hours now and I'm about halfway through the
second stage (there are three) with a couple of the hardest ones on stage one still unsolved. So far, there have been a couple of
puzzles where you need to move quick to get out of the way, but usually you can just stay on the button and observe how the
pieces move. If you don't get it right, you can replay the puzzle normally or in shadow mode where you can see your previous
setup to help figure out what went wrong.

I prefer to play with a controller and the button mapping in this game is strange. A is cancel and B does the actions. Took me a
while to realize that the controller does work once you find the right buttons. Also the difficulty levels aren't quite correct in my
opinion. Some marked Normal are actually fairly tricky, whereas some marked Hard are not at all hard. However, that could be
because I find it easier to solve hard puzzles with fewer pieces than normal puzzles with a lot of moving pieces. You usually
have access to more than one puzzle at a time, so if you get stuck, just try another puzzle and come back later.
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